On November 16, 19/9, in the fast general election since the war,
Mussolini obtained 5000 votes out of a total of 268,000 at Milan, where
the executive committee of the fascl had its headquarters and ran a daily
paper, the Popolo d5 Italia, The socialists won more than half of this
total, and celebrated their victory on election night by marching up and
down under his windows chanting funeral dirges. Their paper, Avanti,
announced ironically that a corpse had been fished up from the bottom of
the Nauiglio canal in an advanced state of decay—Mussolini's.
A year and a half later the c corpse' whom, in November 1919, no
other party or group had been willing to put on its list, was elected at the
head of the candidates of the national bloc in two constituencies, Milan
and Bologna.
After the beginning of 1922 the fascist advance became an avalanche,
and Mussolini left Milan in a sleeping-car on the evening of October 29
to ' march * on Rome, where he had been invited by the king to form a
cabinet. This rapid success, which on the face of it seems little short
of miraculous, was the result of a combination of factors, dating from
medieval Italy, from the Risorgimento and above all from the world
war and its repercussions.
But this result, favoured as it was by the accumulated apathy of
centuries, was not inevitable. It is the aim of this study to explain, or
at least resolve as far as possible into its elements of inevitability, more
or less conscious purpose, and luck, the social drama which preceded it.l
1 To prevent the text from becoming a patchwork of references, sources
are mostly omitted. Every fact and judgment, however, is based on wide
documentation and a mass of evidence used with the scrupulous impartiality
of a historian and a militant.

